Access to VSS office from the railway central station "Zürich Hbf"

Trains (inter-city and regional trains) run between Zurich airport and Zurich central station (Zürich Hbf) about every 10 minutes during peak periods (travel time: 10 to 14 minutes).

Access footway to VSS from trams stop "Quellenstrasse" (tramways 4, 13, 17)

Possible Hotels in the neighbourhood of VSS (special VSS rate not available):

Hotel Senator ****, Heinrichstrasse 254, 8005 Zürich, +41 44 448 18 18
Best Western Hotel Montana ***, Konradstr 39, 8005 Zürich, +41 43 366 60 00
XTRA the hotel ***, Limmatstrasse 118, 8005 Zürich, +41 44 448 15 95
Novotel Zürich City-West ****, Schiffbaustrasse 13, 8005 Zürich, +41 44 276 22 22
IBIS Zürich City-West **, Schiffbaustrasse 11, 8005 Zürich, +41 44 276 21 00